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Are the current driver behaviour 

theories still valid and powerful for 

revealing the essentials when the 

degree of automation increases in 

road transport?
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Increasing automation – a fundamental change in road 
transport

 Need for new theoretical paradigms

• To describe and understand essential features in human behaviour

• To anticipate the changes in road traffic and in the society

• To pose right questions - to determine research hypotheses

• To define design needs – to guide the design of automated vehicles 

and transport service

• To anticipate needs to adapt the road transport system (legislation, 

infrastructure etc.)
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A bottom up analysis to elaborate some theoretical 
approaches

 To study changes in the tasks of a driver due to 

automation – a theoretical desk-top analysis

 Two scenarios of automated driving

• Low / L2 (ACC, LK, AEB, L2 P-assist)

• High / L4 (Autopilot, L4 P-assist, AEB)

 Sub-tasks in urban and in highway environment

• Complex and risky environments

• Goal oriented activity but every day life
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LoA

Supported travel time in 50% of 
vehicles

Urban Motorway

L2 25%
70%

L4 60% 95%



Sub-tasks in urban driving

Parking
Driving in links

Driving in intersections

Leaving

Planning

Navigation



Sub-tasks in highway driving

Merging

Driving in link

Leaving

Navigation

Mode choice

Timing

Route choice



Driver behavior was described using terms and 
concepts of three theoretical models

1) Driver – motivational theories

2) Driver / operator – information processing model

3) Operator – core task model
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Approach 1/3: Motivational driver behavior theories
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Motivational driver behavior theories
A close link to traffic flow and safety of road traffic

 Safety concerns in L2 – role of factory installations and regulation; Speeding tackled in L4 – still 

safety issues outside the ODD; Changes in motives is anticipated - could support sustainable 

mobility. Increase of car use in busy hours – role of public authorities. 

Manual

 Speed behaviour

 Safety margins

 Risk perception

 Extra motives

Low automation (L2)

 Potential increase in mean speed, fluency

 Shorter headways with time

 Use of own automated vehicle, share of 

car trips, increases

 Automation supported highways preferred

 Delay in switching to manual driving

 Inflexible behaviour in some places 

 “Speed blindness” may be emphasised

 Compensation of P-assist by parking 

more quickly

High automation (L4)

 Speeding is tackled

 Same fluent driving style outside ODD

 Manual control if not fluent

 Route choices: fast vs. sustainable

 L4 P-assist – busy hours in cities

 Extra motives (e.g., hedonism, time 

pressure) in car driving changes – less 

car owning - New type of motives
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Approach 2/3: Human as information processor

ATTENTION
RESOURCES

Wickens & Hollands 2000

SA

Work environments
Aviation



Human as information processor
Situation awareness (SA) and work load (WL) – key parameters

 The role of information to support SA (e.g. C-ITS). Need to renew driver education: How to 

create new mental models for automated driving, handling parallel primary and secondary tasks, 

and transitions? Role of regulation (safety) and public road authorities. General information.

Manual

 Allocation of 

attentional 

resources

 Situation 

awareness

 Workload

Low automation  (L2)

 Feedback from execution to sensing and 

perception is changed  - new mental 

models and give up some automacities

 Changes in WL – decrease and peaks

 Secondary tasks and decline in SA

 Involvement and visual capacity 

 Delegation of responsibility to the AV

High automation  (L4)

 Use of driving time to other tasks –

increase in use of own car

 More driving in busy hours

 Several parallel tasks

 Impaired SA (driving); less observation of 

the environment – need to observe VRUs

 Shifts from automated to manual driving, 

activate the corresponding mental models 

– increase in stress (?)

 Decline in manual driving skills
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Approach 3/3: Core task analysis

Norros, Savioja, Koskinen 2015

A contextual 
model for 
safety critical 
complex work 
environments



Core task analysis
To manage dynamism, complexity and uncertainty  of environment

 How to organize communication with other road users, with VRUs. Designing the interior and 

equipment of the car (UI), to minimize uncertainty, keeping the driver in the loop. How well the 

driver knows the functionalities and limits of the automated systems - automation awareness. 

Manual

Dynamism –

unexpected incidents

Complexity – merging 

and leaving highway

Uncertainty -

intersections

Low automation  (L2)

 Uncertainty in the driving task less – use  

of own car increases

 No support for merging/leaving highway 

– decrease in use of AD

 Interaction with automation - complexity

 Core task function ‘interpreting and 

reorienting’ is emphasised in intersection 

- interacting and communicating 

 Complexity of the parking task is reduced 

- from parallel to sequential actions

High automation (L4)

 Core task of the driver changes 

 Joint functioning of the human driver and 

the automated systems

 Driver not holistically involved, in control

 Merging-onto-the-highway still a 

demanding task (gap acceptance, 

activating AD, entering the ODD)

 More driving in busy hours

 Complexity at intersections - ‘mastery of 

concepts and comprehending the whole’ 
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Summary

 Four content based categories

 Road safety by all approaches

 Information and communication aspects 

by core task analysis

 In all 20 human issues

 Remarkable changes in activities of the 

driver
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MOT INF CTA

Strategic decisions

Role of information and skills

Communication

Road safety



Nine core task functions
To gain new  and complementary insights regarding human issues 
in automated driving

Norros, Savioja, Koskinen 2015

Examples:
Skills

 Readiness to act

 Focus on the critical

Knowledge

 Interpreting and reorienting

 Perceiving weak signals 

and anticipating

Collaboration and reflection

 Optimal sharing of efforts



The analysis sets demands for the design of automated 
vehicles, user interfaces and road transport system

 How to support readiness to act when dynamism varies more than before (due to 

transitions) and when secondary tasks are handled while driving. 

 Focus on the critical – Urban: pedestrians and cyclists; Rural: lane keeping and 

control of driving speed (VRUs) -> user interfaces. Recognition the limits of the ODD 

-> role of information.

 Interpreting and reorienting – Manual and automated driving -> interpret the UI, 

understand the demands and adapt behavior; Automation awareness

 Perceiving weak signals and anticipating – Monitoring weather conditions and the 

environment, potential incidents; approaching the limits of ODD. 

 Optimal sharing of efforts – allocation of attention between the tasks (primary and 

secondary), to use the time efficiently.
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Towards new theoretical models

 Emphasis on the level of individual driver

• The concepts of the Core Task analysis seem to be feasible

• Important to explain the effects in traffic flow and in transport system

 Coverage of the nine impact mechanisms

• Focus in traffic safety and personal mobility

• Less efficiency and environmental effects

 Coverage of wider societal impacts – e.g. the ripple model 

• However, firstly important to understand well the level of individual
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